Build a single shot
cartridge rifle!

Gun maker’s manuals,
by Kit Ravenshear
The late Kit Ravenshear created these gunsmithing manuals to
share his workshop knowledge and experience acquired during his 50
years of practice. These 7-1/2 x 8-1/2” soft cover booklets of about 20
pages are aimed at the innovative craftsman. Mr. Ravenshear shows
that you don’t need highly technical equipment. His techniques are
amazingly simple, easy to learn, very effective to use.
Simplified V-Springs......................................................#Book-SVS
This booklet explains the secrets of making V-springs the easy
way. Buying the right steel, with wide temper tolerance, will allow you
to make a good springs despite home tempering. Learn to shape
mainsprings, frizzen springs and sear springs.
Mr. Ravenshear proves that broken V-springs can be altered,
repaired, welded, replicated, and salvaged.
#Book-SVS
Simplified V-Springs
only $5.99
Metalwork, Volumes 1 and 2..........................#Book-MV-1 or MV-2
Volume one is on cleaning, hardening, ageing, bluing, browning,
coloring, and hardening metals. Finishing is one secret to success.
Volume two takes you through disassembly of antique arms, with
hints on removing rusted screws, repairing broken castings, and how
you can reshape new castings to resemble antique parts.
#Book-MV-1
Metalwork, Volume 1
only $5.99
#Book-MV-2
Metalwork, Volume 2
only $5.99

Mr. Single Shot’s Cartridge Handbook.................. #Book-MSSCH
by Frank de Haas
These are the author’s favorite loads for 80 current, obsolete, and
interesting cartridges used in single shots. You’ll find history and
personal shooting anecdotes from .22 rimfire to .45-70. Plus, how-to
details on four handy reloading tools you can build. Soft cover volume
in popular 8-1/2” x 11” format, with 115 pages.
#Book-MSSCH
Cartridge Handbook
only $22.50

Craft and Practice, Volumes 1 and 2....... #Book-CP-V1 or CP-V-2
Volume one covers lock reconversion, fitting pans, frizzens, frizzen
springs, and making gun screws. Assembly of locks from “as cast”
parts, essential lock geometry, and fine tuning locks is discussed.
Volume two covers the making of troublesome parts, such as forming
ramrod pipes and other furniture made from sheet metal. Tapering
wooden ramrods, making ramrods longer than 48”, and making and
mounting sling swivels is included in volume two.
#Book-CP-V1
Craft & Practice, Volume 1
only $5.99
#Book-CP-V2
Craft & Practice, Volume 2
only $5.99

Mr. Single Shot’s Book of Rifle Plans.................... #Book-MSSRP
by Frank & Mark de Haas
Extremely detailed step by step procedures for making four de Haas
designed single shot actions. Featured with clear cross-sectional
drawings are two Chicopee actions, and two vault lock actions. Soft
cover, 8-1/2” x 11” format volume of 83 pages.
#Book-MSSRP
Single Shot Plans
only $22.50

Woodwork, Volumes 1 and 2......................... #Book-WV-1 or WV-2
Volume one explains the steps in making a gun stock from a blank,
setting up the parts, final shaping, and how parts dictate final shape.
Volume two discusses decoration of the completed stock, with
suggestions on stains and finishes. Also, a section explains the secrets
of repairing or correcting mistakes that may occur while making a new
stock. All gun makers can make errors. Smart gun makers know how
to fix problems and conceal corrections.
#Book-WV-1
Woodwork, Volume 1
only $5.99
#Book-WV-2
Woodwork, Volume 2
only $5.99

More Single Shot Rifles and Actions.................. #Book-SSRA-V2
by Frank de Haas
This book continues Single Shot Rifles and Actions, with in-depth
studies, illustrations, drawings, and descriptions of 45 obsolete singleshot rifles not included in the first book. A book for all single-shot
devotees, gunsmiths, collectors and shooters. Soft cover, 8-1/2 x 11”
with 146 pages.
#Book-SSRA-V2
More Single Shot Actions
only $22.50

Tubes and Tools..............................................................#Book-TAT
This booklet discusses gun barrel work: install underlugs, sights,
breech plugs, touch hole liners, attach under ribs, and learn to
straighten barrels with confidence.
The second half of the book is a recommendation on which tools
will be worthwhile for the gun maker, in the serious workshop.
#Book-TAT
Tubes & Tools
only $5.99
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